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Rules for HAMK library independent use 

Right of use when campus library is closed  

 

HAMK and HAMI students have the right to use the campus library independently when library staff is not present. 

In order to access the library premises the students have to use their personal access control card (Esmikko).  This 

independent use is possible only when it is permitted to access the building anyway. 

 

Preconditions for independent use  

 

There are preconditions for HAMK and HAMI students to use the library independently.  Firstly, they have to have 

their HAMK library card in effect.  Second, they have to have also their personal access control card (Esmikko) in 

effect (there is a separate set of rules for Esmikko use).  This independent use is possible only when it is permitted 

to access the building. 

 

There is a product and video surveillance system operating in HAMK campus libraries.  In case there are any un-

clarities library will check the persons involved and the events from Esmikko user registry and from video surveil-

lance files.  All serious incidents are informed to public authorities.   

 

Rules for independent use 

 

Anyone accessing the library premises have to use their own personal Esmikko card.  It is forbidden to even tempo-

rarily hand over one’s ard to another person nor is it allowed to let anyone else into the library premises. 

 

All material have to be borrowed before it is taken out from the library premises.  If the check-out station for any 

reason is out of order the material is not to be taken out.     

  

The library customer premises are freely available during the independent use time.  On the other hand, the library 

staff premises and equipment or any closed stacks are not for use. 

  

One must behave well and maintain order and tidiness within the premises.  One have to exit through the same 

door one entered the premises.  Emergency exits are only for emergency cases and any unfounded use of them will 

ause one to lose one’s right of use.  
 

The students must prepare to prove their identity by presenting their official identity card to HAMK or HAMI per-

sonnel or security guard when in the library premises outside office hours.  Respectively the students are entitled to 

ask for the personnel member or guard for their proof of identity. 

 

One must inform of any problems occurring during the independent use to campus janitor or to the library as soon 

as possible. 

 

Losing the right of use 

 

The misuse of Esmikko card will always cause the users to lose their right of independent library use. Furthermore, 

if one violates the library rules, or, loses one’s orrowing rights due to unreturned loans or due to exceeded library 

payment limit, one also loses the right of independent library use.  

 

By committing to obey the HAMK library general rules the student also commits to follow the rules for HAMK cam-

pus libraries independent use. 


